We extend the Kauffman state models of the Jones and Alexander polynomials of classical links to state models of their two-variable extensions in the case of singular links. Moreover, we extend both of them to polynomials with d+1 variables for long singular knots with exactly d double points. These extensions can detect non-invertibility of long singular knots.
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Introduction and results
Singular links are oriented smooth links in 3-space but which can have a finite number of rigid ordinary double points. (compare e.g. [8] ). The HOMFLY-PT and Kauffman polynomials were extended to 3-variable polynomials for singular links by Kauffman and Vogel [9] . Recently, the extended HOMFLY-PT polynomial was recovered by the construction of traces on singular Hecke algebras [13] ).
Singular links became popular in connection with the construction of finite type knot invariants (see [15] and also [3] ). Recently, there is a new interest in singular links in connection with categorifications. The Khovanov homology was extended to a homology for singular links in [14] . The Alexander polynomials of a cube of resolutions (in Vassiliev's sense) of a singular knot were categorified in [1] . Moreover, a 1-variable extension of the Alexander polynomial for singular links was categorified in [11] . The generalized cube of resolutions (containing Vassilievs resolutions as well as those smoothings at double points which preserve the orientation) was categorified in [12] .
In this short note we make the simple observation that one can easily extend the state models of the Jones and Alexander polynomials to state models of their two-variable extensions, called respectively V We assume that the reader is familar with Kauffman's state model for the Jones polynomial [7] and with his state model for the Alexander polynomial [6] . Moreover, we assume that the link L has a distinguished component, which we represent as a long knot. We can then choose the star-regions in a canonical way in the Kauffman state model of the Alexander polynomial (compare [5] ).
Let a singular link be represented by a (singular) link diagram. Two such link diagrams represent the same singular link if and only if they can be related by a finite sequence of ordinary Reidemeister moves (see e.g. [4] ) together with the moves SII shown in Fig. 1 and SIII shown in Fig. 2 (compare [8] ). In particular, the number of double points is an invariant.
Let p be a double point in an oriented singular link diagram D.
Definition 1
The smoothings at p are defined in Fig. 3 . Here, B is a new independent variable. To each state T we associate now the product of the monomials corresponding to the dots. Let us consider now long singular knots K oriented from the left to the right (for their definition see e.g. [15] ). We assume that the knot K has exactly d double point singularities. Going along the knot there is a well defined order of the double point singularities induced by the first passage through each double point. We make the following trivial observation: this order is preserved under all isotopies of the long singular knot. Indeed, each of 
The inverse long knot −K is defined by reflecting the diagram of K at a vertical line (which interchanges the endpoints) and then reversing the orientation on the knot. If we consider a long knot as a knot in the 3-sphere then the inverse long knot corresponds just to the usual inverse knot in the 3-sphere. A long singular knot K is called invertible if K is isotopic to −K as long singular knots.
The calculation of the polynomial V 
Proofs
We indicate only the changings with respect to the proofs of the invariance for V L (A) and ∆ L (A).
We verify the invariance of V s K under one of the moves SII in Fig. 8 (all other cases are analogous).
The proof that it is invariant under the moves SIII is word for word identical with Kauffman's original proof (see [7] ) that V L (A) is invariant under Reidemeister moves of type RIII. We have just to replace the crossing which Kauffman smoothes by the double point p i .
We verify invariance of ∆ s K under one of the moves SII in Fig. 9 (all other cases are analogous).
To prove invariance under the moves SIII we have to consider all Kauffman states T near a triple point (compare Fig. 15 in [5] ). We carry out just one example in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . The verification in all other cases is analogous and is left to the reader. Theorem 1 is obtained by identifying all the variables B i . The theorems are proven.
